
FBI AGENTS REFUSED TO
PROSECUTE CRIMES THAT
WERE REPORTED TO THEM
BECAUSE THEY WERE
DEMOCRATS
 



REPORT: MORE Top FBI Agents
Who Worked On Clinton Email
Probe Rumored To Be Leaving

Perceived political bias in the Clinton email investigation
demonstrated by former FBI Director James Comey, his #2
Andrew McCabe and disgraced bureau agent Peter Strzok,
have wrought immense damage to the federal law
enforcement agency. The fall out prompted by Strzok’s anti-
Trump text messages and the FBI’s role in the dubious Fusion
GPS dossier has led to big-fish, such as McCabe and James
Baker, to either plot early retirement or be reassigned. 
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According to reporter Sharyl Attkisson, the exodus may not be
over just yet.

“8 high ranking DOJ/FBI officials have been removed, reassigned
or are rumored to be leaving incl. top agents who worked on 2
high-profile probes: Clinton mishandling of classified info, and
Trump-Russia collusion investigation,”Attkisson tweeted on
Tuesday.

The reporter did not elaborate on the rumbling, but with all that
has occurred, it would not be surprising to see more top FBI
officials leave.

8 high ranking DOJ/FBI officials have been removed,
reassigned or are rumored to be leaving incl. top agents
who worked on 2 high-profile probes: Clinton
mishandling of classified info, and Trump-Russia collusion
investigation. https://t.co/DWkN7kNUA1 pic.twitter.co
m/3BgAnjCv9J
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— Sharyl Attkisson (@SharylAttkisson) December 27,
2017

The timing of Attkisson’s tweet is interesting for two reasons.
First, McCabe is set to retire early next year after a barrage of
attacks for his corruption.

McCabe’s retirement announcement comes on the heels of
a major shake up at the FBI; Wray just removed Comey
“confidant” and suspected leaker James Baker from his top post
as general counsel.

President Trump blasted Andrew McCabe for his overt
corruption and accused him of racing the clock to retire with full
benefits with only 90 days to go.

With Comey and McCabe out, Baker reassigned, and more FBI
officials gone, a self-drainage of the Swamp appears to be in
motion.

Second, House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes is
seriously considering compiling a ‘warts and all,’ report detailing
alleged corruption at the FBI. It’s plausible the agents rumored
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to be heading for the door will be included in Nunes’ report and
rather than face political headwinds, they’ll resign instead.

As of late, we have watched Republican lawmakers point a lot of
fingers and toss out a bunch of theories as to who should be
held responsible for sourcing, procuring and disseminating the
discredited ‘Trump dossier.’ A new report reveals lawmakers are
secretly building a criminal case against top Justice Department
and FBI officials for mishandling “the contents of a dossier that
describes alleged ties between President Donald Trump and
Russia.”


